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Abstract

Reproductive isolation is a critical step in the process of speciation. Among the most

important factors driving reproductive isolation are genetic incompatibilities. Whether

these incompatibilities are already present before extrinsic factors prevent gene flow

between incipient species remains largely unresolved in natural systems. This question

is particularly challenging because it requires that we catch speciating populations in

the act before they reach the full-fledged species status. We measured the extent of

intrinsic postzygotic isolation within and between phenotypically and genetically

divergent lineages of the wild yeast Saccharomyces paradoxus that have partially over-

lapping geographical distributions. We find that hybrid viability between lineages pro-

gressively decreases with genetic divergence. A large proportion of postzygotic

inviability within lineages is associated with chromosomal rearrangements, suggesting

that chromosomal differences substantially contribute to the early steps of reproductive

isolation within lineages before reaching fixation. Our observations show that polymor-

phic intrinsic factors may segregate within incipient species before they contribute to

their full reproductive isolation and highlight the role of chromosomal rearrangements

in speciation. We propose different hypotheses based on adaptation, biogeographical

events and life history evolution that could explain these observations.
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Introduction

Many fundamental questions regarding the molecular

mechanisms of speciation and reproductive isolation

(RI) remain unanswered (Wolf et al. 2010; Butlin et al.

2012). Years of research on speciation have revealed

that chromosomal changes (CCs) and genetic incompati-

bilities [negative epistatic genetic interactions, also

referred as Dobzhansky–Muller incompatibilities

(DMIs)] are important intrinsic mechanisms that cause

reproductive barriers (reviewed in Johnson 2010; Pres-

graves 2010; Wolf et al. 2010). Another major question

that recently emerged is whether these intrinsic

incompatibilities are already present before geographi-

cal or other extrinsic factors prevent gene flow between

emerging species (reviewed in Cutter 2012). This ques-

tion is particularly challenging because it requires that

we catch speciating populations in the act, that is, iden-

tifying species at early or intermediate stages of diver-

gence before they reach the full-fledged species status

(Via 2009). Observations in plants and animals

(reviewed in Cutter 2012) supporting the presence of

polymorphic DMIs within species challenge the

assumption that reproductive incompatibilities require

the emergence of new incompatible alleles after isola-

tion (Seward 1910; Dobzhansky 1937; Muller 1942). For

instance, Corbett-Detig et al. (2013) showed that such

DMIs are polymorphic within populations of the model

species Drosophila melanogaster.

There is strong evidence for the role of DMIs and CCs

in creating postzygotic incompatibilities. How many and
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what type of genes underlie DMIs are major questions

that have been addressed in model species (e.g. mice in

Mihola et al. 2009; Drosophila in Phadnis & Orr 2009).

The role of CCs in initiating and maintaining reproduc-

tive barriers has been noticed early in the study of speci-

ation cytogenetics (White 1978) and they play important

roles in particular taxonomic groups such as plants

(reviewed in Hoffmann & Rieseberg 2008; Widmer et al.

2009). CCs may contribute to species incompatibilities in

several ways (Rieseberg 2001; Hoffmann & Rieseberg

2008). First, heterokaryotypes from crosses between indi-

viduals with chromosomal differences are often infertile

due to the accumulation of chromosomal abnormalities

during meiosis, which leads to hybrid sterility (Sturte-

vant & Beadle 1936; Davisson & Akeson 1993). Another

role of CCs is that they enhance the emergence and

maintenance of some genetic elements by suppressing

recombination (Navarro & Barton 2003; Feder & Nosil

2009), by reducing gene flow between ecologically simi-

lar populations (Navarro & Barton 2003; Noor & Feder

2006; Widmer et al. 2009) or by enhancing adaptation to

new environments (Kirkpatrick & Barton 2006; Hoff-

mann & Rieseberg 2008; Widmer et al. 2009; Lowry &

Willis 2010). Finally, large-scale changes such as changes

in ploidy may directly contribute to speciation by creat-

ing individuals that become reproductively isolated

from their parental species within a single generation

(Otto & Whitton 2000). This mechanism appears to be

important in plants where a large proportion of specia-

tion events are accompanied by ploidy increase (Wood

et al. 2009).

The role of CCs in speciation may also be important in

fungi where there are many reports of extensive CCs

among closely related species as well as extensive varia-

tion in RI within and among species (Giraud & Gourbi-

ere 2012). Interestingly, many of these CCs may be

adaptive, as shown in natural and experimental yeast

populations (Gordon et al. 2009; Dunn et al. 2013). These

observations suggest that natural selection could acceler-

ate the fixation of CCs in natural populations and thus

contribute to the onset of RI and speciation at the same

time. There is strong experimental evidence for a direct

causal link between CCs and RI in the model fungal spe-

cies of the genus Saccharomyces and Schizosaccharomyces.

For instance, Delneri et al. (2003) showed that a single

chromosomal inversion was sufficient to affect progeny

survival in a cross between Saccharomyces cerevisiae and

S. mikatae. In other studies of species of the same genus,

both CCs and DMI have been suggested to contribute to

RI (Liti et al. 2006). More recently, Hou et al. (2014)

showed that reciprocal translocations play a role in creat-

ing RI among strains within S. cerevisiae. Finally,

Zanders et al. (2014) showed that chromosomal rear-

rangements were playing a role in the RI between

Schizosaccharomyces pombe and S. kambucha, which can

mate to form F1 hybrids but produce very few viable

F2s. These observations stress the potentially fundamen-

tal role of polymorphic CCs in initiating RI among incip-

ient species and show that fungi are powerful and

tractable model systems for investigating these effects.

However, due to the lack of knowledge on the ecology

and biogeography of these species, it is difficult to link

the mechanisms of reproductive isolation with the eco-

logical and demographic factors that initiated the pro-

cess in these organisms (Landry et al. 2006; Replansky

et al. 2008). Moreover, Zeyl (2014) recently pointed out

that our current knowledge on the genetic bases of early

speciation is mostly limited to few laboratory and mostly

inbreeding organisms, stressing the need to investigate

these processes in a completely natural context.

We recently identified a new system within natural

populations of Saccharomyces paradoxus, the sister species

of the laboratory model S. cerevisiae, that offers an

unprecedented case study in ecological and speciation

genomics (Fig. 1a). North American S. paradoxus popula-

tions are composed of three principal lineages: two

American lineages (B and C) and a European lineage (A)

that was introduced recently in a transoceanic migratory

event from a European source population (Kuehne et al.

2007; Leducq et al. 2014; Fig. 1b). We recently showed

that the two American lineages occupy different but

overlapping regions (Fig. 1c), are genetically distinct

and are phenotypically divergent in a manner that sug-

gests the influence of historical and ecological factors in

driving their divergence (Leducq et al. 2014). Based on

these observations, we propose that the two American

lineages of S. paradoxus B and C are in an early specia-

tion process. Here, we tested this hypothesis by measur-

ing postzygotic RI between 25 S. paradoxus strains

representative of the American lineages. Intrinsic post-

zygotic RI was measured as the fraction of viable prog-

eny within a cross. Genetic divergence globally

explained variation in RI measured among strains. In a

second step, we performed chromosomal profiling

analysis of the parental strains to examine the potential

role of CCs in RI. Surprisingly, we found more variation

in karyotypic profiles within than among lineages, and

this variation correlated with RI measured within lin-

eages. We discuss the potential role of CCs in initiating

RI within incipient species and the putative ecological

and biogeographical origins of these rearrangements.

Material and methods

Strain collection

We used 25 natural strains of S. paradoxus representa-

tive of the geographical distribution and of the three
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genetic lineages found in Northeast America (Leducq

et al. 2014): A (4), B (7) and C (14) (Fig. 1c, Table S1,

Supporting information). Most strains were isolated on

the bark of deciduous trees, and all were isolated

according to the same standard protocol (Kuehne et al.

2007; Leducq et al. 2014).

Heterothallic strain construction and spore viability

We deleted the HO gene in wild diploid strains (Table

S1, Supporting information) to prevent mating-type

switching after sporulation. We amplified HO deletion

cassettes comprising an antibiotic marker by PCR using

oligonucleotides specific to each lineage. We designed

lineage A- and B-specific oligonucleotides from avail-

able genomic data (Cubillos et al. 2009; Liti et al. 2009)

and lineage C-specific oligonucleotides from the HO

locus sequence that we obtained from five representative

strains (LL2012-006, LL2011-005, LL2011-001, LL2012-016

and YPS667; Leducq et al. 2014) after genomic DNA

extraction (Amberg et al. 2005), standard PCR amplifica-

tion and Sanger sequencing (NCBI accession nos.

KJ410184-88). Cassette amplification, transformation by

homologous recombination and cassette integration veri-

fication followed Leducq et al. (2012), with heat shock

performed at 37 °C instead of 42 °C for lineages A and C

(oligonucleotides and plasmids are listed in Table S2,

Supporting information).

We obtained heterothallic haploid strains by sporula-

tion (Ramaswamy et al. 1998) and dissection of the

parental diploid strains constructed above. Sporulated

cells were dissected (six tetrads per strain) on a YPD

(yeast extract, peptone, dextrose) agar plate (2%) using

a Sporeplay dissection microscope (Singer, UK) to

obtain one spore of each mating type. Mating types

were verified by crosses with tester strains of both
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Fig. 1 Two diverging lineages of Saccharomyces paradoxus are partially sympatric in North America. (a) Phylogenetic position of main

S. paradoxus lineages in Saccharomyces sensus stricto. (b) Details of the S. paradoxus phylogeny. American lineages are denoted as A

(recent European introduction; green), B (red) and C (dark blue). The phylogenetic trees are adapted from Leducq et al. (2014) (pair-

wise nucleotide divergence). (c) The geographical distribution of lineages B (red) and C (dark blue) in Northeast America could reflect

colonization and secondary contact after the last glaciation event approximately 110 000 to 12 000 years ago (southern limit of the ice

shelf indicated by a dotted line; Andersen & Borns 1997). Lineage distributions were updated based on additional sampling efforts in

2013 (personal observations; CT Hittinger, personal communication). Gradients indicate that the eastern and southern limits of lin-

eages B and C are defined by rare isolates. The sampling locations of 25 strains used in this study are indicated by coloured circles.
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mating types with antibiotic resistance markers other

than the one of the tested strain. Mating types were

inferred from the growth of the strains on YPD agar

plate containing both antibiotics.

We performed 87 crosses by optimizing possible pair-

wise comparisons in terms of geographical distribution

and genetic divergence (Leducq et al. 2014) among 25

haploid S. paradoxus American strains (Table S3, Sup-

porting information). As controls, we included six

crosses of strains from each of the three lineages with

two other members of the Saccharomyces genus, S. cerevi-

siae strain BY4741 (Baker Brachmann et al. 1998) and

S. uvarum strain JRY8147 (Gallagher et al. 2009; Table

S3, Supporting information). We inoculated 5 mL of

fresh YPD medium with 5 lL of each haploid strain to

be crossed and incubated them at 30 °C for 24 h with

agitation. We selected diploids on YPD agar plates with

the two appropriate antibiotics (G418: 200 lg/mL;

CloNAT: 100 lg/mL; hygromycin: 250 lg/mL) that

were incubated at 25 °C for 48 h and isolated one dip-

loid clone for each cross. We sporulated the clones and

dissected 24 tetrads per cross (sporulation and dissec-

tion as described above), for a total of 96 possible

spores. Dissected spores were incubated at 25 °C for

72 h, and we measured spore survival (S) for each cross

as the proportion of spores forming a colony visible to

the unassisted eye (Fig. 2a).

Karyotype analysis

We prepared yeast chromosomes following Maringele

& Lydall (2006) with the following modifications: incu-

bation steps in EDTA-Tris-b-mercaptoethanol and pro-

teinase solutions were conducted overnight, and

voltage gradient used for the migration was set to

5.9V/cm. All migrations were performed in a CHEF

DR� III variable angle system (Bio-Rad, USA), and the

buffer was systematically changed every two migra-

tions. Each gel contained nine samples of S. paradoxus

(unmodified parental strains) and a S. cerevisiae CHEF

DNA size standard (Bio-Rad, USA). Gels were stained

with ethidium bromide and imaged using a BioRad

GEL DOC XR+ molecular imager with the image lab

software (Bio-Rad, USA; Fig. 2b). Images were analy-

sed using BIONUMERICS version 7.1 by Applied Math NV

(available from http://www.applied-maths.com). Dice’s

similarity coefficient was used to establish the similar-

ity distance of band patterns based on their position

after gel migration. The migration distance of a chro-

mosome is inversely proportional to its length, and a

change in chromosomes length by large insertions and

deletions translates into a shift in banding pattern.

Parameters were determined as to obtain an optimal

clustering of the S. cerevisiae standard markers. Standard

settings were used with the following modifications:

optimization 0.5%, tolerance 1.2% and uncertain bands

included.

Statistical analyses

Our aim was to test whether we could explain varia-

tion in spore survival (S) using two potential intrinsic

factors of postzygotic reproductive isolation: genetic

divergence (Dg) and karyotypic divergence based on

banding patterns (Dc) between parental strains. We

estimated Dg from two unlinked markers (1460 bp;

Leducq et al. 2014) using pairwise nucleotide diver-

gence among strains (Maximum Composite Likelihood

model; Tamura et al. 2011). We used a linear model

(lm) to explain variation in S by considering Dg and

Dc as additive and interacting factors (model M1:

S~Dg+Dc+Dg*Dc) and estimated the significance of

the correlation (Pearson’s test) between S and each

intrinsic factor. We repeated this test by discarding

the possible interaction between intrinsic factors, that

is, by calculating the correlations between Dg and S

corrected by Dc (residuals from lm: S~Dc) and

between Dc and S corrected by Dg (residuals from

lm: S~Dg). To distinguish small- from large-scale

effects of intrinsic factors, we repeated the analysis

within lineages only (i.e. by excluding interlineage

and interspecies crosses; model M2) and among lin-

eages or species only (i.e. by excluding intralineage

crosses; model M3). Details of the models are shown

in Table S4 (Supporting information). We used Welch

t-tests to compare averaged S among categories of

crosses according to genetic lineages. For each test

(Pearson’s tests, linear models and Welch t-tests), we

re-estimated the statistics after 100 000 randomizations

of S values (intrinsic factor fixed to correct for the

fact that not all strains were involved in the same

number of crosses). We reported P, the proportion of

randomly re-estimated statistics that were equal or

lower than the observed value. Figure S1 (Supporting

information) summarizes the method of randomization

used, considering that pairwise comparisons between

strains were not independent (i.e. strains were

involved in different crosses) and unbalanced (i.e. not

all combinations of crosses were tested, and some

strains were overrepresented). We then considered

that the significance of the test was not due to the

structure of our data when the observed statistic was

significantly higher (P ≥ 0.95) or lower (P ≤ 0.05) than

the re-estimated statistics. All analyses were

conducted in R 3.0.0 (R Development Core Team

2010). All datasets and scripts used are available as

Appendices S1 and S2 (Supporting information),

respectively.
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Results

Intra- and interlineage variation in reproductive
isolation

We tested whether the North American lineages of

S. paradoxus, A, B and C (Fig. 1), were postzygotically

reproductively isolated. We performed pairwise crosses

between strains of lineages A (European lineage but iso-

lated in North America), B and C. Crosses with S. cere-

visiae and S. uvarum yielded low hybrid viability (0–2%

of progeny survival; Fig. 3a; Table S3, Supporting infor-

mation) as reported before (Naumov 1987; Greig 2009).

Within S. paradoxus, we observed the lowest average

spore survival rate (S) in crosses between lineages, with

42.1% (A9B), 31.9% (A9C) and 39.7% (B9C) spore via-

bility (Fig. 3a), which is in the range previously

observed among lineages (Sniegowski et al. 2002; Liti

et al. 2006; Kuehne et al. 2007). B9C crosses showed a

significant decrease in average S as compared to intra-

lineage crosses B9B (58.6%; P-value = 0.014, Welch t-

test) and C9C (61.6%; P-value < 0.001, Welch t-test;

Fig. 3a), and these reductions are significantly stronger

than expected over 100 000 random permutations

(P = 0.997 and P = 0.999, respectively; Fig. S2, Supporting

information). Surprisingly, we found extensive intralin-

eage reproductive isolation in both lineages B and C, with

minimum S values as low as 35.4% (B9B) and 19.8%

(C9C). This is particularly extreme in lineage C, with

some C9C spores having less viability than A9B, A9C or

B9C hybrids. This effect was mainly explained by four

strains from lineage C from two distinct locations

(LL2011_005, LL2011_006, LL2012_016 and LL2012_18;

Table S3, Supporting information), which were involved

in 16 crosses averaging 42.5% spore viability with other

lineage C strains, while they yielded significantly

increased spore viability when crossed with each other

(86.2%, four crosses; P-value < 0.001, Welch t-test; Table

S3, Supporting information). Removing crosses involving

these four strains from the analyses (20 crosses) increases

the C9C progeny viability to 73.9%, which remains signif-

icantly higher than B9C (P-value < 0.001, Welch t-test;

P = 0.999).

Extensive within-lineage chromosomal variation and
interlineage nucleotide divergence explain variation in
reproductive isolation

We examined whether the extent of reproductive isola-

tion among strains (S; Fig. 3a) was correlated with the
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Fig. 2 Reproductive isolation and karyotyping in Saccharomyces paradoxus North American strains. (a) Three examples of spore via-

bility (S value indicated below) measured as colony growth after tetrad dissection. Each position represents two dissected tetrads (I

and II), with four spores for each tetrad (aligned vertically). (b) Karyotypes of strains used in this study as measured by CHEF-

PFGE. Each band represents at least one chromosome. Numbers above the karyotypes refer to strains, grouped by lineages (see
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extent of genetic divergence (Dg; Fig. 3b) and differ-

ences in their chromosome profiles (Dc; Fig. 3c). The

extent of variation in Dc based on chromosomal band-

ing patterns observed among lineages (0.263–0.387) is

similar to what was measured between S. cerevisiae and

S. paradoxus (0.196–0.404; Fig. 3c). Surprisingly, we

observed similar amount of variation within lineages B

and C (0.044–0.337; Figs 2b and 3c). This is mostly

because chromosomal profiles are more variable within

lineage C (Dc = 0.337 � 0.207) than within lineages A

and B (Dc = 0.044 � 0.011 and 0.271 � 0.089, respec-

tively). This extensive variation in lineage C chromo-

some profiles was explained by some pairs of strains

from lineage C being less similar than some B–C pairs.

For instance, the four aforementioned strains

(LL2011_005, LL2011_006, LL2012_016 and LL2012_18)

have on average more karyotypic similarity with each

other (Dc = 0.080 � 0.062) than with other lineage C

strains (Dc = 0.423 � 0.062; P-value < 0.001, Welch t-

test). We found that globally, S was significantly nega-

tively correlated with both nucleotide divergence Dg

(r = �0.64, P-value < 0.001, Pearson; Fig. S3a,f, Support-

ing information) and chromosomal divergence Dc

(r = �0.34, P-value < 0.001, Pearson; Fig. S3b,f, Support-

ing information) among strains. These correlations

remain stronger than expected over 100 000 random

permutations (P < 0.001) and were intensified when

correcting S by karyotypic divergence (S~Dg: r = �0.66,

P-value < 0.001, Pearson; P < 0.001; Fig. 3d) or by

genetic divergence (S~Dc: r = �0.40, P-value < 0.001,
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Fig. 3 Postzygotic reproductive isolation (S) among 25 Saccharomyces paradoxus North American strains correlates with variation

among and within lineages in genetic divergence (Dg) and chromosome profiles (Dc). (a) Boxplot showing the illustrating distribu-

tion of S among strains within each evolutionary category: within-lineage crosses (Lin.); among American lineages, B9C crosses

(Am.); between European and American lineages, A9B and A9C crosses (Cont.); and among species, S. paradoxus 9 S. cerevisiae

crosses (Spec.). (b) Boxplot illustrating the distribution of Dg among strains within each evolutionary category. (c) Boxplot illustrating

the distribution of Dc among strains within each evolutionary category. (d) S significantly decreases with Dg. S values were corrected

by Dc (residues from linear model S�Dg). (e) S significantly decreases with Dc. S values were corrected by Dg (residues from linear

model S�Dg). In the left panels of (d) and (e), different colours symbolize different evolutionary categories: crosses within-lineage

(black); crosses between American lineages, B9C (dark grey); crosses among European and American lineages, A9B and A9C (grey);

and crosses between species, S. paradoxus 9 S. cerevisiae (white). Horizontal black bars represent mean S value in each category. The

dotted line shows the linear regression of S as a function of Dc (d) or Dg (e). Correlation coefficients r (Pearson’s test) are highly sig-

nificant (‘***’: P-value < 0.001). Violin plots on the panels indicate that the observed correlation coefficients (black circles) are stron-

ger than expected (grey distribution) over 100 000 random permutations (P < 0.001; see Fig. S1, Supporting information).
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Pearson; P < 0.001; Fig. 3e). Our linear model (M1)

showed that both Dc and Dg explain a significant part

of variation in S among crosses (P-value < 0.001 in both

cases) but that these two parameters are not correlated

with each other (P-value = 0.130; Fig. S3c, Table S4,

Supporting information). The part of variation in S

explained by Dg and Dc remains significantly higher than

expected over 100 000 random permutations (P = 0.011

and P = 0.004, respectively; Fig. S4, Supporting informa-

tion). Analysing separately within-lineage crosses (model

M2) from among-lineage/species crosses (model M3)

revealed that the intralineage variation in S is only

explained by chromosomal differences (M2; Dg: P-

value = 0.279, P = 0.291; Dc: P-value < 0.001, P = 0.005;

Table S4, Supporting information), which was confirmed

by a significant correlation between S and Dc within lin-

eages (r = �0.46, P-value < 0.001, Pearson; P = 0.001;

Fig. S3d,f, Supporting information), but not among lin-

eages (r = �0.061, P-value = 0.707, Pearson; Fig. S3e,

Supporting information). The interlineage variation in S

is only marginally explained by genetic divergence (M3;

Dg: P-value = 0.084; Dc: P-value = 0.559; Table S4, Sup-

porting information), and the effect is rather due to the

structure of data (P = 0.490 and P = 0.513, respectively;

Fig. S4, Supporting information).

Discussion

Intrinsic postzygotic reproductive isolation results from

various genetic mechanisms such as differences in

ploidy levels, gene–gene incompatibilities, interaction

between endosymbionts and the nuclear genome and

chromosomal rearrangements (Orr & Turelli 2001;

Rieseberg 2001; Coyne & Orr 2004; Noor & Feder 2006;

Hoffmann & Rieseberg 2008). From these, gene–gene

incompatibilities are a very important mechanism, as

they were reported to play a role in hybrid inviability

and sterility in both animals and plants (Orr & Turelli

2001; Coyne & Orr 2004). Earlier work on the Saccharo-

myces genus found that nucleotide divergence together

with chromosomal changes may play an important role

in reproductive isolation via the mismatch repair system

(Greig et al. 2003). Recent data suggest that cytonuclear

interactions may also generate some incompatibilities,

resulting in reproductive isolation between more distant

species (Chou et al. 2010).

Our results show a negative correlation between

spore viability and genetic divergence among lineages

(Fig. 3d), which supports the accumulation of genetic

incompatibilities as a factor in the reproductive isolation

among natural lineages of S. paradoxus found in North

America. This result is consistent with the hypothesis

that genetic incompatibilities between lineages accumu-

late with time and may be correlated with or be caused

by global nucleotidic divergence. This result is also in

line with the continuum of genetic differentiation and

incompatibility that exists between and within species

of the Saccharomyces sensu stricto group, which may

result from the decay in sequence homology along this

continuum (Liti et al. 2006). The partial intrinsic post-

zygotic reproductive isolation between lineages B and C

may represent an advanced case of this continuum of

reproductive isolation. Unexpectedly, we found that a

fraction of this reproductive isolation may have been

present in the ancestral population of these two lineages

and be segregating within lineages or to have accumu-

lated recently, as we observed within-lineage reproduc-

tive isolation in both lineages B and C. We observed

strains within lineage C that, when crossed with other

strains of the lineage, have spore viability in the range

of the B9C hybrids. However, crosses among the same

strains produced spores with the viability we would

expect within a lineage. These strains were isolated in

two different locations distant from more than 50 km

(Pointe Platon and Île d’Orl�eans; Fig. 1c, Table S3, Sup-

porting information) and thus represent a part of diver-

sity segregating within lineage C. This suggests that

alleles segregating within lineage C contribute to repro-

ductive isolation and that the sorting of these elements

is incomplete. Our results support the hypothesis pro-

posed by Corbett-Detig et al. (2013) that genetic incom-

patibilities are common within species.

Chromosome analyses revealed a correlation between

reproductive isolation and the divergence of chromo-

some profiles. Lineage C has more variation in chromo-

some profiles than the other two lineages, suggesting

that it has accumulated more genomic insertions or

deletions or rearrangements than other strains. For

instance, the four aforementioned strains present about

40% of chromosome divergence with other strains from

lineage C, in the same range observed between different

lineages or species (Fig. 3c). This correlates with a

higher variation in reproductive isolation within this

lineage. The evolutionary forces that have contributed

to the accumulation of CCs are currently unknown, but

several scenarios involving adaptive and nonadaptive

forces can be put forward. Genomic rearrangements

and CCs in yeasts have been observed as having adap-

tive roles under stressful environmental conditions.

Experimental evolution studies reported that long-time

starvation leads to large-scale genomic rearrangements

in S. cerevisiae, which improved fitness in new starva-

tion episodes (Dunham et al. 2002; Coyle & Kroll 2008;

Hong & Gresham 2014). In addition, wild S. cerevisiae

strains isolated from the Evolution Canyon harboured

genomic rearrangements that were correlated with their

resistance to toxic concentration of copper in their envi-

ronment (Chang et al. 2013). Thus, one possibility is that
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subpopulations of the C lineage may have experienced

stressful local environmental conditions during the

years since they colonized this environment and that

these rearrangements were a mean of rapid adaptation

(Fig. 4a) and contribute to reproductive isolation among

subpopulations as a side effect. Interestingly, some

chromosomal rearrangements associated with adapta-

tion to starvation resistance in S. cerevisiae were shown

to influence the viability of hybrids in experimental

evolution settings (Kroll et al. 2013), thus coupling the

mechanisms of adaptation and reproductive isolation.

Neutral changes may also play a role in the accumula-

tion of CCs. Evolutionary models implying CCs in speci-

ation have been criticized based on the fact that strong

genetic drift would be necessary to fix CCs because

heterozygous individuals for these CCs are expected to

have lower fitness early in the process (Walsh 1982;

Lande 1985; Rieseberg 2001). Models developed since

then suggested that CCs primarily acted by reducing

recombination and that they may have little effects on

fitness in heterozygotes (Rieseberg 2001; Navarro & Bar-

ton 2003; Noor & Feder 2006). However, the mode of

reproduction of budding yeasts may allow for the neu-

tral accumulation of these CCs by genetic drift. The life

cycle of the Saccharomyces yeasts is comprised of mostly

asexual reproduction cycles punctuated by rare sexual

reproduction events that, most of the time, end up in the

mating of spores from the same tetrad (inbreeding; Tsai

et al. 2008). The colonization of new environments

(Fig. 4a) could have changed these life history traits
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Glaciation 
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(b)
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North 

Chromosomal 
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chromosomal 
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Small Ne 

Environment 

Inbreeding/selfing

Natural selection

Adaptation  

Adaptation/Drift 

Adaptation/Drift 

Chromosomal 
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Fig. 4 Proposed scenario for the divergence and secondary contact of the North American lineages of Saccharomyces paradoxus. (a)

The horizontal timeline represents the evolution of a putative ancestral American S. paradoxus population over time (horizontal

arrow) into lineages B (grey) and C (dark grey). Lineages may have diverged after allopatric isolation of the lineage C ancestor in a

glacial refugium (dotted area). A secondary contact (sympatric area, black) took place after the last glaciation event in the region

(110 000–12 000 years ago). Given its northern distribution, lineage C was likely exposed to more frequent and long episodes of

extreme conditions (hatched areas) than lineage B. The effective population sizes of the two lineages may have been influenced by

these historical and biogeographical events. Dobzhansky–Muller incompatibilities and chromosomal changes may have accumulated

through natural selection or genetic drift in each lineage. Selection could have been divergent selection or similar selective pressures

that would have fixed alternative alleles. (b) Neutral and selective processes may have led to the accumulation of chromosomal

incompatibilities within and between S. paradoxus American lineages. A stressful environment at the northern limit of the two lin-

eages may have favoured evolution of adaptive chromosomal changes in local populations. For instance, chromosomal changes could

be adaptive through changes in gene dosage (Chang et al. 2013) or by the capture of locally adapted alleles (Kirkpatrick & Barton

2006). Alternatively, these environments may have favoured the maintenance of small populations, which favoured inbreeding and

made chromosomal changes effectively neutral due to the absence of outcrossing and thus of the formation of heterozygous individ-

uals.
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(Nosil 2012) and thus played a role in the accumulation

of CCs. Strains of lineage C could mate or outbreed at

lower frequencies. Clonal reproduction or sexual repro-

duction mostly limited to inbreeding would render

reproductive incompatibilities among genotypes effec-

tively neutral because heterozygous individuals are

rarely produced, leading to their accumulation (Fig. 4b).

Two lines of evidence support this model. Lineage C

appears to have a more limited geographical distribution

than lineage B and a lower density, as suggested by the

lower sampling success for S. paradoxus strains in the

north of its geographical distribution (Charron et al.

2013). In addition, average nucleotide diversity in line-

age C (0.04+0.01%) is much lower than in lineage B

(0.33+0.09%; Leducq et al. 2014), consistent with a

reduced effective population size. Another possibility is

that these changes are generally deleterious and accumu-

late in lineage C through random genetic drift, without

the need for changes in life history.

Both the adaptive (natural selection favouring the

accumulation of CCs) and nonadaptive mechanisms

(drift allowing the accumulation of CCs) of our models

are tightly linked with the recent changes in the habitats

occupied by S. paradoxus in North America (Fig. 4b). The

repeated glaciation events during the Pleistocene have

been shown to be a factor that has promoted allopatric

speciation via the Mississippian and Atlantic glacial

refugia in several taxonomic groups, for instance in

freshwater fishes species (April et al. 2013), and in Dro-

sophila (Ford & Aquadro 1996). This may have also been

the case for yeasts, as the break in the B–C distribution

corresponds to the biogeographical pattern observed in

Northeast American taxonomic groups above (Fig. 1c).

Freshwater fishes and some Drosophila species are sepa-

rated in west and east lineages with a secondary contact

zone situated along Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence

River, exactly where a geographical co-occurrence zone

between B and C was found (Leducq et al. 2014). The

northern distribution and the putatively low population

size of lineage C suggest a colonization event from a gla-

cial refugium, which is also congruent with the evidence

of such refugium in the North American ice shelf for

deciduous trees on which yeasts reside, for instance

Quercus (Jackson et al. 2000). Historical biogeographical

barriers may thus have contributed not only to shape the

plant and animal biodiversity of this region but also to

shape the microbial one.

Overall, our work suggests that the two North Ameri-

can endemic lineages of S. paradoxus are at the initial

stage of speciation and thus offer a new model for the

study of this process at the molecular level in a geneti-

cally tractable and naturally evolving species. The large

remaining, yet unexplained, variance in reproductive

isolation we observed within lineages also suggests

complex intrinsic mechanisms such as polymorphic

incompatibilities segregating within lineages. In addi-

tion, the mechanisms by which RI could be caused by

CCs need further investigation and will require addi-

tional analyses that allows finer resolution than the

method used here, which can only detect changes that

affect chromosome sizes and could miss inversions,

which are known to contribute to reproductive isolation

in other taxonomic groups (Noor et al. 2001; Kirkpatrick

& Barton 2006; Hoffmann & Rieseberg 2008; Feder &

Nosil 2009; Lowry & Willis 2010). Combined with the

genetics and genomics resources of the budding yeasts,

this model offers an unprecedented opportunity for the

study of the role of evolutionary forces such as natural

selection and genetic drift on genes and genome archi-

tecture at the early stage of speciation.
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